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Angel Quest Oracle
written by Karen Noé 

illustrated by Marie Antoinette Kelley
Psychic medium and author Karen Noé and portrait and fine 
artist Marie Antoinette Kelley have joined together to create 
the Angel Quest Oracle, a heavenly divination card deck and 
guidebook. 

This deck was created to enhance direct communication 
between you and your angels. As you invoke those in the 
heavenly realm, you’ll receive accurate, uplifting messages 
to help you better understand the steps you need to take to 
move forward in life.

Each of the forty-four beautiful and unique celestial cards 
features a short personal message from the angels that 
answer important life questions, while the step-by-step 
instruction in the accompanying guidebook explains how 
you can give a perfect angel card reading, both for yourself 
and for others, and includes more detailed meanings for 
each card. 

Whether you choose to pull a daily reflection card or 
perform a more detailed card reading for yourself or others, 
the Angel Quest Oracle will guide you through it all. 

About the Publisher
Beyond Words Publishing is a leading independent publisher of Mind, Body, and Spirit. For 
more than three decades, Beyond Words has stood out with numerous remarkable successes, in-
cluding The Secret, which spent more than 200 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list, and 
Dr. Emoto’s Hidden Messages in Water, which spent 25 weeks on the New York Times bestseller 
list. Now in partnership with Atria Books, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, Inc., Beyond Words 
remains an independent leader in publishing.
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About the Author
Karen Noé is a renowned psychic medium, spiritual 
counselor, and healer with a two-year waiting list for 
appointments and consultations. She is the author of several 
books. This is her first oracle deck. Karen is also the founder 
of the Angel Quest Center in Waldwick, New Jersey, where 
she teaches classes, gives readings, and practices alternative 
healing. You can listen to Karen on The Angel Quest Radio 
Show by going to hudsonriverradio.com. 

To learn more about Karen and her work, visit: 
www.karennoe.com.

Suggested Interview Questions
Have you always been able to connect with angels?

Can everyone communicate with these celestial beings?
What is the difference between guardian angels, Archangels, ascended masters, and deceased 

loved ones?
What are the signs the angels give to let us know they are with us?

Why did you create the Angel Quest Oracle?
How did you connect with the artist Marie Antoinette Kelly?

Did the two of you work together as you created the deck?
Can you guide our audience on how they can give an angel card reading for 

themselves and others?
Can you offer a reading or message from the Angel Quest Oracle deck to our 

audience?
Do you have any closing words for our audience?

Suggested Discussion Topics
Asking for, and receiving, help from the angels during crises

What the angels are telling you to do in order to help ease tension in this country
(or the world)

Asking for, and receiving, guidance from the angels 
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